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ABSTRACT 

 
Minimum Perfect Hashing (MPH) has recently been shown 
successful in reducing Language Model (LM) lookahead time in 
LVCSR decoding. In this paper we propose to exploit the order-
preserving (OP) property of a string-key based MPH function to 
further reduce hashing operation and speed up LM lookahead. A 
subtree structure is proposed for LM lookahead and an order-
preserving MPH is integrated into the structure design. Subtrees 
are generated on demand and stored in caches. Experiments 
were performed on Switchboard data. By using the proposed 
method of OP MPH and subtree cache structure for both 
trigrams and backoff bigrams, the LM lookahead time was 
reduced by a factor of 2.9 in comparison with the baseline case 
of using MPH alone. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Language Model (LM) lookahead [1] based on lexical tree 
structure is commonly used in state-of-the-art large vocabulary 
continuous speech recognition systems. LM lookahead makes it 
possible to integrate syntactic constraints into search as early as 
possible so that tight pruning thresholds can be applied to reduce 
search space. In LM lookahead, LM scores are applied to every 
node of lexical tree for each linguistic history, and therefore the 
scores need to be looked up very frequently. Although 
significant reductions in search space and decoding time are 
resulted from LM lookahead, the frequent lookup operation also 
introduces overhead and it is therefore desirable to streamline 
the operation so as to minimize overall decoding time.  
    Recently, independent efforts have been reported on using 
Minimum Perfect Hashing (MPH) for efficient LM retrieval [2, 
3], where [2] applied MPH to the construction of multiple tree 
copies and [3] considered the case of a single tree. The collision-
free property of perfect hashing enabled fast lookup of bigrams 
or trigrams. In [2], comparative experimental results on a 
Switchboard task showed significant advantage of the MPH 
based method over a commonly used binary search method [4] 
and a non-perfect hashing method [5]. 

The MPH algorithm of [6] has a property of order preserving 
that is attractive for ordered sequence of queries, that is, the 
order of hash table entries is the same as that of keys. Figure 1 
illustrates the difference between an OP MPH table and a non-
OP MPH table. In the figure, s0 … sn-1 are strings of keys, f(.) 
and g(.) are hash functions that convert the keys into the entry 
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s of the corresponding MPH tables. For OP MPH, g(ki) = i, 
r non-OP MPH, f(ki) cannot be guaranteed equal to i. 
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. 1. Comparison of non-OP MPH and OP MPH. 

s OP feature can be utilized for efficient hashing operation 
ered sequence of LM queries during decoding, e.g., when 
 tree copy is created for LM lookahead, LM scores need to 
ed in the nodes of the tree in a pre-defined order, and so it 
ected that using OP MPH to lookup the needed LM scores 
eed up this procedure by reducing hashing operations.  
he current work, we propose a new MPH based n-gram 
 method that exploits the order-preserving property of the 

algorithm of [6] to further reduce LM lookahead time. For 
urpose, a subtree cache structure is proposed for trigrams 
ckoff bigrams. The full lexical tree is decomposed into a 

 subtrees that are rooted in the second-layer nodes of the 
ee, and the subtrees are generated on demand and cached. 
a linguistic context a new subtree is demanded, an ordered 
ce of LM queries is performed to access the leaf node LM. 

xperiments on Switchboard task show that the proposed 
d is effective in reducing LM lookahead time. 
s paper is organized in five sections. In section 2, the 
e structure is presented. In section 3, the integration of OP 

with LM lookahead is described. In section 4, 
mental results are presented and in section 5 a conclusion 
n.  

2. SUBTREES FOR LM LOOKAHEAD 
 

ubtree structure for a given linguistic context w0w1 is 
 in Figure 2. Every subtree is rooted in a second layer 
f the full tree because in a triphone based system the first 

nodes are not used in LM lookahead. The subtree structure 
 wasting time and memory in unused parts of lexical tree, 

when coupled with phone lookahead [7] and as the result  
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Fig. 2. Second layer subtrees are dynamically constructed for 
LM lookahead when new history w0w1 is generated. 
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 Fig. 3.  Cache structure for LM lookahead subtrees. 
 

of node pruning at the first layer, many subtrees are not  
generated during search. 

A cache is shown in Figure 3 for bookkeeping the active 
subtrees in LM lookahead. Each cache slot includes two word 
indices for linguistic context, and a pointer to an LM lookahead 
score table for subtrees of the context. The size of a score table 
is determined by the size of the corresponding subtrees. The 
number of cache slots is kept small and fixed. When the cache is 
full, a replacement policy is applied to determine the slot to be 
updated. 

 
3. ORDER PRESERVING MPH FOR TRIGRAM 
 
3.1. Order-Preserving (OP) MPH 
 
Given m trigrams, ,1 ..., ,1 ,0),,,( 210 −= miwww iii  a string key is 
formed for each trigram as ),...( 21 iliii cccK = where 

∑ =
+=

2

0
)(2

k ikwstrlenl , with 2 accounting for two blanks 

between three words. The hash table indices are given by 
)( iKh and are generated by the following operations: 

∑ =
=

l

j ijcjTab_av
11 ),( ,  ∑ =

=
l

j ijcjTab_bv
12 ),(         (1) 

mvgvgKh i mod  ])[][()( 21 += ,                               (2) 
where g is an integer table of size n, ),( ciTab_a  and 

),(b ciTab_ are 2-dimensional integer tables of size L × P, L is 
the maximal key length and P is the size of the  character set.  
     Tables ),(_ ciaTab , ),(_ cibTab  and g are obtained by the 
iterative training algorithm of [6], and the expected number of 
iterations for convergence is determined by the value of n. 
Reasonable convergence time can be achieved for mn 2≥ . In 
our implementation, mn 2= . Order preserving means iKh i =)( , 
that is, trigram string keys are sequentially mapped into hash 
table indices. Figure 4 shows the data structure of this OP MPH 
table for trigram. A similar data structure is also used for bigram, 
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Fig. 4. The data structure of trigram MPH table. 
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 1. Per entry storage space  (in bytes) for LM hash table.  

 extra float data is needed to store backoff weight. 
ble 1 shows the per entry storage requirement for LM 
tables. Since the table size of g is twice the trigram size, 
very entry uses integer type (4 bytes), it is equivalent to 
ery entry needs 8 bytes to store g. 

ubtree Construction for LM Lookahead 

 creating a subtree for a linguistic context, the word 
s of leaf nodes are known and their LM scores can be 
ly retrieved from hash table, and the LM scores for non-
odes are generated by DP [1]. The leaf nodes are traversed 
re-defined order and thus the OP property can be used for 

odes by pre-sorting the trigrams into the same order as the 
 in leaf nodes. Once the first leaf node’s trigram score is 
d (assuming it exists without backoff), the rest trigram 
 of leaf nodes can be sequentially retrieved, without 
r hashing operation.  
ractical systems, not all trigrams that are queried actually 
n the hash table. In the case of LM with heavy backoffs, it 
ul to keep a record of the beginning index and the number 

sting trigrams in each subtree to avoid repeatedly querying 
xisting trigrams. For this purpose, a separate MPH table is 
ucted, referred to as “subtree n-gram marking” table or 
 The structure of the SNM MPH table for trigram is shown 
ure 5. The key of SNM hash table consists of the history 
indices ( 10,ww ) and the subtree index. Each entry of the 
tores the key, the location of the first existing trigram (id0) 

 of this subtree. Since this hash table does not need OP, the 
teger-key based MPH as proposed in [2] is used. Due to  
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Fig. 5. The data structure of trigram SNM hash table. 



n-gram key        id0   range     total  
bigram 
trigram 

4            2         2             8    
6            2         2            10    

 
Table 2.  Per entry storage requirement (in bytes) for SNM hash 
table.  
 

the use of SNM tables, bigram and trigram hash tables only need 
to store the current word indices for checking backoffs, which 
saves memory storage in trigram word indices over our previous 
method [2]. The per entry storage requirement for the SNM hash 
table is shown in Table 2.  

The efficiency of trigram’s backoff operation is important if 
trigram is trained by insufficient data or heavy compression is 
made on trigrams to save memory, as is the case of LM used in 
our system. For commonly used backoffs, i.e., 
 ),()|(),|( 1012102 wwwwPwwwP α⋅≈ ,     (3) 
both )|( 12 wwP  and ),( 10 wwα  require looking up bigrams, so 
bigram access needs to be fast. Based on this consideration, a 
subtree-based cache table is also constructed for bigrams and the 
OP property is also utilized for bigram’s subtrees. The bigram 
subtrees are much more compact than the trigram subtrees since 
only leaf nodes’ bigram scores and backoff weights need to be 
stored. 

Given the context history (w0, w1) and the index sid of a 
subtree, the procedure of filling in LM lookahead scores for the 
subtree is illustrated in Figure 6. In step 1, the trigram cache is 
checked for subtree hit with the given context. If it is a miss, or 
the subtree has not been established in the hit slot, then proceed 
to step 2 to build a new subtree; otherwise exit the procedure. In 
step 2, the SNM hash table is accessed to get id0 and range for 
this subtree.  In step 3, the leaf nodes of the subtree are traversed  
in a depth-first order to lookup their LM scores. There are three 
possibilities for each leaf node, i.e., backing off to bigram, 
looking up trigram MPH table by hashing, or directly accessing 
the trigram MPH without hashing. Hashing is performed only 
for the leaf node with index id0, and for the rest leaf nodes, their 
LM scores are sequentially accessed or through backoff based 
on the current MPHT index and the number range. In step 4, the 
LM-LA scores for all the non-leaf nodes are filled in by DP 
based on the LM scores of leaf nodes. In Fig. 6, the procedure 
for backing-off to bigram is omitted which in fact is very similar 
to that of trigram case except missing the last step, since only  
leaf nodes need to be considered for bigrams. 

 
4. EXPERIMENTS 

 
In the considered SWB task, the vocabulary size was 33,216 

and the language model sizes for unigram, bigram and trigram 
were 33,216, 319,938 and 137,938, respectively. A test set of 43 
sentences was extracted from the development test set of the 
WS97 [9] of SWB corpus. The test set perplexities for bigram 
and trigram were 69.4 and 56.9, respectively.  
    A summary of the LM hash tables and the corresponding 
SNM hash tables is provided in Table 3. As shown in the table, 
the hash functions’ training time is very short and due to OP, the 
storage space for bigram and trigram hash tables is also less than 
that of pervious non-OP MPH table in [2] by 10.0% and 22.2%, 
respectively for vocabulary size less than 64K.  
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g. 6. Procedure of trigram LM LA subtree construction. 

Bigram Trigram  
 LM SNM LM SNM 

key type 
 /non-OP 
#key 
ory (MB) 

ing Time (s)

string 
OP 

319,938
5.49 
1.94 

integer 
non-OP 
202,358 

2.04 
89.31 

string 
OP 

137,938 
1.84 
0.69 

integer 
non-OP
126,979

1.46 
17.53 

le 3. Summary of MPH tables for the proposed system. 

aluation experiments were conducted on the platform of 
orkstation with one 2GHz Xeon CPU and 1GB memory. 

perating system was Microsoft Windows XP Professional, 
e compiler was Visual C++ 6.0. 
le 4 compares the LM lookahead time for different 
g methods. In each of the five conditions, phone 
ead and VQ-based Gaussian selection was used to reduce 
 space and acoustic score computation. The word error 
as kept as 49.5% throughout the experiments. 
the baseline condition (1st row) [2], MPH was used for full 
ased trigram lookahead, where the LM lookahead scores 
extracted on demand without any cache.  A compressed 
as used for LM lookahead as in [1].   
e baseline system was first modified to use cache for 

 LM subtrees (2nd row), where the subtrees were 
ucted without using OP of MPH and backoff bigrams and 
ts were retrieved by hashing on demand. The cache size 
00 and random replacement policy was used. The subtree-
structure reduced LM lookahead time from 1.333 xRT to  



Method LM-LA
(RT) 

Overall 
(RT) 

Hashing
(RT) 

Baseline (2MPHT) 1.333 6.245 0.741 
1Cache+2MPHT 1.120 6.105 0.494 
2Cache+2MPHT 1.110 6.094 0.472 
1Cache+3MPHT+OP 0.882 5.798 0.355 
2Cache+4MPHT+OP 0.452 5.500 0.005 
 

Table 4. Comparison of different hashing methods in LM 
lookahead time (2MPHT means using only LM hash tables 
including bigram and trigram MPH table, 3MPHT means using 
two LM hash tables and one trigram SNM hash tables, 4MPHT 
means using two LM hash tables and two SNM hash tables 
including trigram and bigram SNM table, 1Cache means using 
only trigram subtree cache, 2Cache means using both trigram 
and bigram subtree caches.) 
 

node number (full lexical tree) 167,316 
node number (compressed) 72,087 
subtree number 650 
Maximal node number per subtree 1801 
Maximal leaf node number per subtree 798 
Average node number per subtree 110.8 
Average leaf node number per subtree 51.1 

 
Table 5. Some statistics for LM subtrees. 

 
Method Trigram Bigram 
Non-OP 28,732,667 30,041,095 

OP(no SNM) 26,820,113 27,295,504 
OP(with SNM) 27,006 208,345 

 
Table 6. Total counts of hashing operations in the 43 testing 
sentences for three hashing methods. 
 
 
1.120 xRT. A cache was next built for subtrees of bigram 
(3rd row). The LM lookahead time was reduced to 1.110 
xRT. The bigram subtree cache size was set to 25 and the 
same update policy as trigram cahce was used.  

The OP property of MPH was then used by the procedure of 
Figure 6 while keeping the same MPH tables. For the trigram 
cache alone case (1Cache+3MPHT+OP), the LM LA time was 
reduced to 0.882 xRT and after adding the bigram subtree 
caches, the LM LA time was further reduced to 0.452 xRT. 

Table 4 also gives the time spent in hashing operations. 
Utilizing OP property with two caches cut the hashing operation 
by a large factor (more than 80), which accounts for the 
significant reduction of LM-LA time. Due to the heavy backoffs 
with the current LM, using OP and cache for trigram subtrees 
alone was not able to provide as significant time saving.  

Some statistics for the subtree-based lexical tree is provided in 
Table 5. Measured during decoding search on the 43 test 
sentences, about 58% of second-layer nodes were pruned per 
frame and 71% of those pruned nodes were nodes for new 
subtrees. As the result and on average, 2614 new subtrees (or 4 
full trees) were generated per frame. This verified the proposed 
subtree-based approach to be efficient in saving memory space 
and construction time.     
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le 6 lists the total counts of trigram and bigram hashing 
ions on the 43-sentence test set by using three different 
g methods: without OP, OP without SNM and OP with 
 It is observed that without the SNM tables, the OP 
g method only yielded a small reduction of hashing 
ions compared with the non-OP case. This is because that 
 current test data set, the majority of subtrees accessed 
 speech decoding had their first trigram LM scores located 
wn the leaf-node lists, or had no trigram LM scores. In 
cases, unsuccessful hashing operations (backoffs) were 
 out before a trigram LM score was located. With the use 

M, the unsuccessful hashing operations were bypassed and 
st trigram LM score in a subtree could be directly accessed. 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

s paper, an order-preserving minimum perfect hashing 
technique is proposed for N-gram LM lookup, with the 
of speeding up LM lookahead in large vocabulary 
uous speech recognition. To exploit OP property, we 
se a subtree-based structure to cache trigram and backoff 

 LM lookahead scores. Experimental results on a 
board task showed effective reduction of LM lookahead 
y a factor of about 2.9, compared with the studied baseline 
ion. 
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